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Abstract

This study identifies a set of stable constitutions. A constitution is a

pair of voting rules (f, F ) where f is for the choice of final outcome, and

F is for the decision on the change of a voting rule from the given rule f .

A constitution is stable if any possible alternative rule does not get enough

votes to replace the given rule f under the rule F . We fully characterize

the set of interim stable constitutions among anonymous voting rules. We

also characterize the properties of the interim stable constitutions among

general weighted majority rules.
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1 Introduction

Since different voting rules may result in different voting outcomes, the welfare of

an individual voter may depend not only on her preference over possible voting

outcomes, but also on a voting rule they use. So, it is natural that a voter with a

certain preference over possible voting outcomes also has a preference over different

voting rules: For example, a voter who prefers a status quo to a reform may prefer

unamimity rule to simple majority rule. When the change on voting rule is possible

in a certain way, one individual may want to change the voting rule according to

her interest, but another may not. A rule change in a society is, therefore, closely

tied up with individuals’ preferences over voting outcomes and voting rules.

This study identifies a set of interim stable constitution. A constitution is a

pair of voting rules (f, F ) where f is for the choice of final outcome, and F is for

the decision on the change of a voting rule from the given rule f . A constitution is

stable if any possible alternative rule does not get enough votes to replace the given

rule f under the rule F . Unlike the previous studies on stable voting rules (Barberà

and Jackson, 2004; Azrieli and Kim, 2016), which assume that the decision on the

change of a voting rule takes place before individuals’ preferences over possible

outcomes have been realized, we assume that individuals’ preferences have been

realized even before making any decision.1

On many occasions, voters are aware of their own preferences over economic

outcomes even before they decide on a voting rule to use. For example, a legisla-

ture, who are aware of the characteristics of an upcoming bill, may have a chance

1Our study is an obvious generalization of Holmström and Myerson
(1983), which assume individuals with realized preferences over possible-
https://www.overleaf.com/project/5b90db18049e9f1591843ebe voting outcomes make decisions
on changing the decision rule under unanimity.
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to change their decision rule beforehand. More specifically, consider the ‘recent’

changes in the United States Senate regarding the Rule XXII of the Standing

Rules. The Rule XXII states the supports of “three-fifths of the Senators duly

chosen and sworn” are required to stop a debate or ‘filibuster’ over a proposal at

hand, so as for the Senate to proceed to a final vote on it.2 At the same time, the

Senate requires “two-thirds of the Senators presenting and voting” to amend its

own rules. These rules, which have stood for a long time since 1975, have recently

been challenged by another parliamentary procedure called the “Nuclear Option.”

Once invoked by the majority leader, this option can basically change the rule for

amending the Senate rules from two-third supermajority to simple majority. In

2013, the Nuclear Option was invoked, and the U.S. Senate can have successfully

changed the rule for stopping a filibuster against all executive branches and judi-

cial nominees other than the Supreme Court of the United States from three-fifth

supermajority to simple majority. Once again in 2017, the Nuclear Option was in-

voked, and the Senate abolished the exception on the Supreme Court nomination.

Thus, now in the U.S. Senate, a debate on a proposal regarding any nomination

can be ended only with simple majority.

Then, why have the ‘long-lived’ three-third supermajority rule of the Rule

XXII been challenged recently? We take note of two aspects of these historical

incidents. First, for the incidents, the voting rule for amending the Senate rules

has been changed from two-third supermajority to simple majority: The former is

stronger than the given rule, three-third supermajority, but the latter is weaker.

That is, the given rule f had stably been survived when the voting rule for a rule

2Thus, given this rule, more than two-fifths of senators (40 out of 100 senators) can filibuster
against any proposal: A senator or senators can speak and debate indefinitely to prevent a final
vote on a proposal.
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change F was stronger than itself, but has been replaced by a weaker rule when

F had been weaker than itself. That is, the relative strength of rules may play an

important role in the concept of stability. Second, the senators had been aware

of the their own preferences over the proposals at hand even before they decided

on a voting rule to use. In 2013, the U.S. Senate with a Democratic majority had

lead the change to approve the nomination to the United States Court of Appeals

for the District of Columbia Circuit, and in 2017, the Senate with a Republicatn

majority lead the change to approve the nomination to Supreme Court. So, the

Senate’s preferences on the nominations has been reflected on the rule changes.

That is, in this situation, the voting body may make a decision on the rule change

strategically based on their preferences. In this study, we discuss the significance

of the above mentioned factors in the concept of stability: the relative strength of

voting rules and the timing of a rule change decision.

This study helps us to explore the implications by comparing the set of interim

stable decision rules with the set of ex-ante stable decision rules, which has been

identified by previous studies. A voting rule may be interim stable, but not ex-

ante, or possibly vice versa. The comparison, therefore, allows us to examine the

impact of the timing of the rule change on the stability of decision rules, and also

the feasible set of economic outcomes.

In analysis, we first start with the simplest possible case where all voters have

the same voting power under any voting rule. We show that a constitution is

interim stable if and only if 1) the voting rule for the ordinary decision is not

stronger than the voting rule for the change of the rule, and 2) the combining

toughness of those two rules should be higher then a certain level. Intuitively,

the first condition prevents liberal voters from forming a coalition to change the
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given rule to a weaker voting rule: If there are enough number of liberal voters so

that they can change the given rule to a weaker one, they don’t have to change it

since the given rule is weak enough for them to achieve the liberal outcome. On

the other hand, the second condition prevents conservative voters from forming a

coalition to change the given rule to a stronger voting rule: If there are enough

number of conservative voters so that they can change the given rule to a stronger

rule, they don’t have to change the rule since the given rule is strong enough to

prevent the voting body from implementing the liberal outcome.

We generalize our analysis further by considering a set of weighted majority

rules where individual voters may have different voting powers. Notwithstand-

ing the asymmetry of voters under a general weighted majority rule makes the

analysis considerably complicated, we can still obtain meaningful conditions that

characterize the set of stable weighted majority constitutions.

1.1 Related Literature

The two papers, Barberà and Jackson (2004) and Holmström and Myerson (1983)

motivate this project. Barberà and Jackson (2004) introduce the ex-ante self-

stability of voting rules and focus on the qualified majority rules. Unlike them,

we define the interim self-stability of voting rules and study not only the qualified

majority rules but also general voting rules. The interim self-stability is similar to

the durability of decision rules defined by Holmström and Myerson (1983) in that

an agent utilizes the preferences information in the interim stage. While they use

the unanimous rule to choose between rules, we start with the given rule itself and

try to extend the argument with the various rules. It can show the effects of those
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variations on the set of stable rules.

In our model, agents’ preferences over voting rules are endogenously determined

from their assessments regarding their preferences over alternatives. Such a model

was first suggested in early papers by Rae (1969), Badger (1972), and Curtis

(1972). While these papers only consider anonymous voting rules with the same

weight to all agents, we study weighted majority rules which allow the heterogenous

weights for agents.

The seminal book of Neumann and Morgenstern (1953, Section 5) theoretically

investigates weighted majority rules. The main interest of the book is the measures

of the voting power of agents under the rule. A common scenario leading to het-

erogeneous voting weights is that of a representative democracy with heterogenous

district sizes. An early paper on this topic is Penrose (1946). Recently, Barberà

and Jackson (2006) and Fleurbaey (2008) point out the advantage of weighted

majority rules from a utilitarian point of view. Also, Azrieli and Kim (2014) show

that, in a standard mechanism design setup, weighted majority rules naturally

arise from considerations of efficiency and incentive compatibility. We investigate

another property, the stability of weighted majority rules.

The idea that the same voting rule used to choose between alternatives is also

used to choose between voting rules can be found in the social choice literature.

Koray (2000) introduces the concept of self-selection for social choice functions.

See also Barberà and Beviá (2002) and Koray and Slinko (2008).
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2 Definitions

2.1 Environment

A society faces a binary decision whether to implement the Reform (R) or to keep

the Status-quo (S), so the set of alternatives is A = {R, S}. In the society, there

are n ≥ 2 agents (voters), N = {1, 2, ..., n}. Each agent can either prefer R or S,

which indicates the type of the agent, ti ∈ Ti = {r, s}. The probability of agent i

being a type ti is pi (ti) and pi (ti = r) + pi (ti = s) = 1. We assume that there is

no agent who is indifferent between R and S, and that pi (ti) > 0 for any ti ∈ Ti.

Let T = T1 × · · · × Tn be the set of type profiles. We assume that types are

independent across agents, so let P (t) = Π
i∈N

pi (ti) be the probability of a type

profile t ∈ T . For the technical convenience, we abuse the notation, P (t−i) = p(t)
pi(ti)

for the probability of a type profile of other agents excluding agent i.

An agent’s utility depends on the chosen alternative and on his own type,

ui : A × Ti → R. We normalize the utility such that u (R, r) = a, u (R, s) = −1,

and u (S, r) = u (S, s) = 0. Thus a society can be characterized by the pair (pr, a),

where pr = (p1 (r) , ..., pn (r)).

2.2 Voting Rules and Constitutions

A voting rule is any mapping f : T → [0, 1], with the interpretation that, f (t) is

the probability that the reform R is chosen when the agents’ type profile is t ∈ T .

The set of voting rules is G. We mainly focus on an important subset G ⊂ G,

the set of weighted majority rules. We refer readers to Azrieli and Kim (2014) for

a discussion of importance of these rules based on Pareto efficiency. The formal
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definition is following.

Definition 1 (Weighted Majority Rule).

The voting rule f is a Weighted Majority Rule if there are non-negative weights

wf =
(
wf1 , ..., w

f
n

)
and a quota 0 ≤ qf <

∑
i∈N w

f
i such that

f(t) =


1 if

∑
{i:ti=r}w

f
i > qf

0 if
∑
{i:ti=r}w

f
i ≤ qf .

And a weighted majority rule f is denoted by
(
wf , qf

)
.

We define a constitution as a pair of weighted majority rules.

Definition 2 (Constitution).

A Constitution is a pair of weighted majority rules (f, F ) ∈ G×G where f is for

the choice of final outcome, S or R and F is for the choice of rules, a given rule f

or an alternative rule g.

Note that F = (wF , qF ) is also the weighted majority rule for the choice of f or

g. To economize on notation, we drop the superscripts, so write F = (w, q). Also

we consider a given rule f as Status quo and g as Reform for F . The corresponding

type is based on the preference over f and g which is endogenously determined in

our voting game. The detailed implementation of F in the voting game will be

explained in the next section.

2.3 Interim Stability

We now define the concept of interim stability of a constitution (f, F ) with a

two-stage voting game, Γ. Timing of the game Γ is as follows. In the first stage,
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individual voters observe their own type ti. Then under a rule F = (w, q), agents

play a simultaneous voting game whether to vote for the incumbent rule f or to

vote for the alternative rule g. The alternative rule g would replace the incumbent

rule f if
∑
wi > q, where the sum of weights is taken over all voters who vote for g,

and f would be maintained otherwise. In the second stage, agents make a decision

on A = {R, S} by the rule chosen in the first stage, either f or g. To restrict our

focus on the decision on rule choice, we assume that voters act sincerely in the

second stage: r-type votes for R and s-type for S.3

Roughly, we say a constitution (f, F ) is interim stable if we can find a Nash

equilibrium for any alternative voting rule g such that the rule g would never

replace the incumbent rule f when the decision is made by the rule F . The rest

of this section formally defines the interim stability of a constitution.

Let σi(ti) be the probability that Agent i would vote for g in the first stage

when her type is ti. To reject the alternative rule g all the time, the probability

that g gets sufficient support should be zero for all t ∈ T . In other words, the

alternative g is always rejected if and only if

∑
{j:σj(tj)>0}

wj ≤ q, ∀t ∈ T. (C.1)

If Condition (C.1) holds, then the voting strategies in the first stage, σ = (σi)
n
i ,

together with sincere voting under f and g at the second stage, form a Nash

equilibrium if and only if

∑
t−i

P (t−i) γi(t−i)ui(f(t), ti) ≥
∑
t−i

P (t−i) γi(t−i)ui(g(t), ti) ∀i, ∀ti ∈ Ti, (C.2)

3In our voting game, the sincere voting strategy is a weakly dominant strategy for any agent.
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where

Φi = {Hi ⊆ N \ {i}| q − wi <
∑
j∈Hi

wj ≤ q},

and

γi(t−i) =
∑
Hi∈Φi

(∏
j∈Hi

σj(tj)

) ∏
j∈N/(Hi∪{i})

(1− σj(tj))

 .

Agent i is pivotal if the agents in Hi ∈ Φi vote for the alternative rule g and all

others j /∈ Hi vote for the incumbent rule f . γi(t−i) is the voter i’s probability of

being pivotal given the other agents’ strategies and types, σ−i and t−i. Therefore,

Condition (C.2) implies that either Agent i is never pivotal, or she is expected to

be weakly better off under f than g.

Note that, in a simultaneous voting game, there generally exists a trivial Nash

equilibrium in which no agent votes for g, unless an agent has the dictatorial

power under F . In such an equilibrium, where the condition (C.1) and (C.2) are

satisfied, f defeats any alternative rule g. So, in order to define a reasonable

concept of interim stability, we refine the equilibria of the game Γ by requiring a

type of sequential rationality for agents’ voting strategy profile σ given that they

share a consistent ‘posterior’ belief.

Similarly to Holmström and Myerson (1983), we assume that agents have some

apprehensions for being pivotal due to others’ possible mistakes in voting. That

is, even though an agent is never pivotal, she may still have some posterior belief

over the other agents’ types if she happens to be pivotal due to others’ mistakes in
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voting. We characterize a posterior belief given that Agent i is pivotal as follows.

µi(t−i) = lim
k→∞

P (t−i)
∑

Hi∈Φi
ρ(Hi; t−i, σ

k)∑
t̂−i∈T−i

P
(
t̂−i
)∑

Hi∈Φi
ρ(Hi; t̂−i, σk)

(C.3)

∀i,∀ti ∈ Ti,∀t−i ∈ T−i,

where

ρ(Hi; t−i, σ
k) =

(∏
j∈Hi

σkj (tj)

) ∏
j∈N\(Hi∪{i})

(1− σkj (tj))


σkj (tj) > 0 ∀k,∀j,∀tj ∈ Tj

σj(tj) = lim
k→∞

σkj (tj) ∀j,∀tj ∈ Tj

Since the limit of denominator of Condition (C.3), which represents i’s probability

of being pivotal given σ, could be zero, we characterize the distribution in the

style of the trembling hand model. Agent i believes that, when she is pivotal, the

others’ type profile is t−i with the probability µi(t−i) given their mistakes σk−i.

Given this belief, we require that, for any type ti of any agent i,

if σi(ti) = 0, (C.4)

then
∑
t−i

µi(t−i)ui(f(t), ti) ≥
∑
t−i

µi(t−i)ui(g(t), ti).

Condition (C.4) imposes that, conditional on that the agent i is pivotal, if she

never votes for g, then she is expected to be weakly better off under f than g. In

other words, this condition prevents an agent who strictly prefers the alternative

g from voting against it.
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One may notice that the form of Condition (C.2) is similar with Condition (C.4).

We here argue that if we have Condition (C.1) and (C.4) together, Condition (C.2)

is redundant. Condition (C.1) implies that, if some agent i is pivotal, then

σi(s) = σi(r) = 0. By construction, if some agent i is pivotal, then the limit of the

denominator of Condition (C.3) is positive and the numerator is P (t−i) × γ(t−i).

Therefore, if some agent i is pivotal, Condition (C.2) is equivalent to Condi-

tion (C.4). In addition, if some agent is not pivotal, Condition (C.2) does not

matter. Therefore, from now on, we can ignore Condition (C.2) and focus only on

Condition (C.1), (C.3) and (C.4).

Now, we define the concept of equilibrium rejection.

Definition 3 (Equilibrium rejection).

Consider a constitution (f, F ). A strategy profile and a belief (σ, µ) consists an

equilibrium rejection of g under F if Condition (C.1), (C.3) and (C.4) are all

satisfied.

Now, we formally define the interim stability of a constitution (f, F ) by using

the above definition. We consider the competition between rules depending on the

size of the set of alternative rules. Generally, lager the set of competing alternative

rules is, smaller the set of interim stable constitution is. So, we define the interim

stability in a specific set of the alternative rules, denoted by S ⊆ G.

Definition 4 (Interim Stability).

Let S ⊆ G be given. A constitution (f, F ) is interim stable in S if there exists an

equilibrium rejection of any alternative rule g ∈ S under F .

Barberà and Jackson (2006) focused on a special type of constitution where

the society uses the same voting rule on the decisions of the rule change and the
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final outcome, so F = f . Similarly we can define the interim “self-stability” of a

voting rule as follows.

Definition 5 (Interim Self-Stability).

Let S ⊆ G be given. A voting rule f is interim self-stable in S if the constitution

(f, f) is interim stable in S.

3 Interim Stable Constitution

3.1 Qualified Majority Rules

In this subsection, as in Barberà and Jackson (2004), we focus on the special type of

weighted majority rules where all voters have the same voting power w = (1, ..., 1)

and q ∈ {0, 1, ..., n− 1}. We name such a rule a Qualified majority rule, which

treats each voter equally. They are classified according to the quota: a standard

majority rule (q = qs ≡ n
2

if n is even and n−1
2

if n is odd), a sub majority rule

(q < qs), and a super majority rule (q > qs). We denote by G(i) the set of qualified

majority rules, w = i ≡ (1, ..., 1).

We first consider a constitution composed of qualified majority rules (f, F ) ∈

G(i) ×G(i) and characterize the set of interim stable constitutions in the set of

qualified majority rules G(i).

Proposition 1. A constitution (f, F ) ∈ G(i)×G(i) is interim stable in G(i) if

and only if

1. q ≥ qf and

2. q + 1 ≥ n− qf .
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To discuss the conditions more effectively, we define a minimal winning coalition

of a voting rule. A minimal winning coalition Cf of a weighted majority rule f is

just the right size of a group of agents who can make change under the rule. So,

the set of minimal winning coalitions of a weighted majority rule f , denoted by

Ψf , is the set of minimal winning coalitions Cf ’s such that 1)
∑

i∈Cf > qf and 2)∑
i∈(Cf\{j}) ≤ qf for any j ∈ Cf . Note that, when f is a qualified majority rule,

|Cf | = qf + 1 for any Cf ∈ Ψf . Similarly, we define a minimal veto coalition of a

voting rule such that a coalition of agents who can together veto any change but

cannot if they lose any one of the agents. For a qualified majority rule f , the size

of a minimal veto coalition is N − qf . We also denote Nr(t) = {i : ti = r} and

Ns(t) = {i : ti = s} for t ∈ T .

Now, let’s get back to two simple conditions in Proposition 1; q ≥ qf and

q + 1 ≥ n − qf . The first condition prevents r-types from forming a coalition

to support the change to an alternative rule, and the second condition prevents

s-types from doing that. More specifically, the former says the size of a minimal

winning coalition of F , q+1, is not less than the size of a minimal winning coalition

of f , qf + 1. If there are enough number of r-type agents so that they can replace

the given rule with a weaker one they all prefer, |Nr(t)| > q, they don’t have

to change it since the given rule is weak enough for them to get the Reform in

the second stage voting game, |Nr(t)| > qf . The latter condition says the size of

minimal winning coalition of F , q + 1, is not less than the size of minimal veto

coalition of f , n − qf . If there are enough number of s-type voters so that they

can change the given rule to a stronger rule they all prefer, |Ns(t)| > q, they don’t

have to change the rule since they can veto any attempt to reform under the given

rule f , |Ns(t)| > n− qf − 1.
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Those conditions are consistent with observations from the reality. We usually

observe a constitution where F is relatively more conservative than f . Moreover,

we have few real world examples with a long-lived constitution consisting of two

weak voting rules, such as a constitution with two sub-majority rules with q+qf <

n− 1, which is consistent with the second condition.

Next, we check if the constitutions characterized in Proposition 1.1 are still

stable against a set of more general alternatives, the set of any weighted majority

rules, G. It is hard to find the real world example where a given qualified majority

rule was replaced by a weighted majority rule under which agents’ voting powers

vary. One may argue that it is because of the social norm: The social norm may

require fairness consideration that a voting rule treats all voters equally. Here, in

a positive analysis, we examine if a certain qualified majority rule can endure any

general weighted majority rules without such a social norm.

Theorem 1. A constitution (f, F ) ∈ G(i) ×G(i) is interim stable in G if and

only if it is interim stable in G(i).

This theorem explains why it is hard for one society to move from an “one-

person, one-vote” decision rule to another with asymmetric voting powers. If a

society starts with a stable constitution composed of qualified majority rules, it

may not need any strong normative arguments to keep the fairness or equality in

voting powers.

The following corollaries help readers to recognize easily the different results

compared to other papers.

Corollary 1.1. A qualified majority rule f is interim self-stable in G if and only

if it is a standard or super majority rule.
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This corollary characterizes the set of interim self-stable qualified majority

rules. It turns out that a qualified majority rule is interim self-stable if and only if

it is not a sub majority rule. We here simply point out that majority rule and most

super majority rules cannot survive in Azrieli and Kim (2014) and sub-majority

rule can survive in a certain society of Barberà and Jackson (2006). The detailed

discussion is in Section 4. On the other hand, in reality, we frequently observe

not only standard majority rules but also super majority rules: the unanimity rule

under jury conviction systems or super-majority rules under legislatures.

Corollary 1.2. If a constitution (f, F ) with q is interim stable in G, a constitution

(f, F ′) with q′ > q is also interim stable in G.

Corollary 2 implies that the stronger the voting rule for the rule choice is,

the bigger the set of interim stable constitutions is. Consequently, even some sub

majority rule f can survive when F is more conservative than a standard majority

rule even though a sub majority rule is not interim self-stable in G. Note that it is

caused by the change of F in our setup while it is by the change of society in the

setup of Barberà and Jackson (2006). Both may explain why we rarely observe a

sub majority rule in reality, not never in use.

3.2 Weighted Majority Rules

In this section, we relax the anonymous constraints for the given constitution

(f, F ) as well as a alternative g, so that different agents could have different voting

powers under any decision rule considered or used. Even though not as common

as anonymous voting rules, non-anonymous weighted majority rules where agents

have different voting powers can be easily found in reality. A stockholder meeting
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is one typical example: stockholders’ weights are determined by the amounts of

the stocks they possess. Another example is a legislature with a veto player: In a

presidential system, the president may have the veto power, so has the power to

refuse to approve a bill.

The following proposition discusses the necessary condition of interim stable

constitution among weighted majority rules. We denote by C̄ the minimal winning

coalition which contains agents with highest weights under F .

Proposition 2 (Necessary Condition of Interim Stable Constitution).

A constitution (f, F ) ∈ G×G is interim stable in G only if

1. ∃Cf ∈ Ψf such that Cf is not a proper superset of C for any C ∈ ΨF and

2. for some i ∈ C̄, ∃Ĉ 3 i such that Ĉ ∩ Cf 6= ∅ for any Cf ∈ Ψf .

The conditions in Proposition 2 is a generalized version of those in Proposi-

tion 1. The first condition is for r-type voters: If there are a coalition of r-type

voters who can change the given rule f to a weaker rule under F , but cannot

achieve the Reform by themselves under f , then the constitution (f, F ) is not

interim stable. The second condition is for s-type voters: If there are a coalition

of s-type voters who can change the given rule f to a stronger rule under F , but

cannot veto the Reform by themselves under f , then the constitution (f, F ) is not

interim stable.4

4Note that this proposition only specifies a necessary condition. Since the set of alternatives
is infinite |G| =∞ and there are too many tedious alternatives which have never been considered
in reality, it is not easy to pin down a sufficient condition in this setting. For example, for any
given constitution (f, F ), we can come up with a weird alternative g that gives all powers to one
minimal winning coalition of F and assigns zero weights for the others. This alternative may
not be interesting to consider, but still in the set of alternative G and makes the given rule f
hard to be stable. Here, in order to restrict our attention to realistic situations, we examine if a
typical example of a general weighted majority rule is interim stable.
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Corollary 2.1. A constitution (f, F ) is not interim stable if F is a sub majority

rule.

We also provide the sufficient condition of interim stable constitution. Roughly

speaking, the condition is the existence of a group which has a great voting power

both for F and f .

Proposition 3. A constitution (f, F ) ∈ G×G is interim stable in G if

1. ∃V ⊆ N such that V ⊆ C for any C ∈ ψF and V ∩Cf 6= φ for any Cf ∈ ψf

and

2. for all i ∈ V and all C 3 i, ∃C̄f ∈ ψf such that ((C/V ) ∪ {i}) ⊇ C̄f

The following corollaries demonstrate interesting characteristics and examples

of interim stable (or non-stable) constitutions.

Corollary 3.1. A constitution (f, F ) is interim stable in G if F is the unanimity

rule.

Now, think about the typical example mentioned above, a presidential system

with a veto player. In technical terms, a veto player is an agent who is in any

minimal winning coalition. So, if there is a veto agent, without her support, a

change cannot be made (or the reform R cannot be achieved). The following

corollary shows that a decision rule with a veto agent is interim self-stable.

Corollary 3.2. A voting rule f is interim self-stable in G if f has a veto player.
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3.3 Environment Independence

In this subsection, we show how robust the concept of interim stability is to our

setup of environment, the society. Specifically, we examine if the set of interim

stable constitution can be affected by the society (pr, a).

Remark 1. For any (pr, a) and (p′r, a
′), Proposition 1-5 and Theorem hold un-

changed.

The additional proof for the remark is unnecessary because the proofs of Propo-

sition 1-5 and Theorem are not affected by the society (pr, a). Proposition 1-5

and Theorem contain various results depending on the set of constitutions and

the set of alternative rules. That is, Proposition 1 and Theorem show that the

set of interim stable constitutions (f, F ) ∈ G(i) × G(i) is independent to soci-

ety. From the others, it is not shown in the case of interim stable constitutions

(f, F ) ∈ G(w)×G(w) or G×G. However, the following proposition argues the

independence of environment if we extend the set of alternative rules from the set

of weighted majority rules G to the set of arbitrary voting rules G.

Proposition 4 (Environment Independence).

For any (pr, a) and (p′r, a
′), a constitution (f, F ) ∈ G×G is interim stable in G

at (pr, a) if and only if it is interim stable in G at (p′r, a
′) .

Even though both the remark and Proposition 6 argue the independence of

environment of interim stable constitution, they are dissimilar in the proof ideas.

In the proof of Proposition 6, if a rule g defeats f in the society (pr, a) then we can

construct a new rule g′ which defeats f in another society (p′r, a
′). Since the way

of constructing g′ uses randomization of alternatives, the rule g′ is not a weighted
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majority rule. Hence, the idea needs an arbitrary voting rule as an alternative to

f. On the other hand, the remark relies on the assumption that we allow mixed

strategies for agents, which can equip the agents with the corresponding rejection

equilibrium fit to the society.

The remark and Proposition 6 are noteworthy as their implication is signifi-

cantly different to that of Azrieli and Kim (2016) and Barberà and Jackson (2004)

which focus on ex-ante self-stability of voting rules. Specifically, ex-ante self-stable

voting rules in Azrieli and Kim (2016) are not affected by pr since they consider

an arbitrary voting rule as an alternative to f. The ex-ante self-stable qualified

majority rules in Barberà and Jackson (2004) heavily depend on pr since they

allow only qualified majority rules as an alternative to f and they are interested

in the connection between the self-stability and pr. The reason why the utility of

agents a also does not affect our stability is that agents make decision at interim

stage where r (s) type agent obtains only a (1) or 0 in the possible future events.

4 Discussion

4.1 Fixed weights

In reality, agents’ voting powers may have never be the object of change. There

may be a rule or regulation which fixes agents’ voting powers before they make

decisions on a rule change and/or an economic outcome. For example, before any

stockholder meeting, stockholders’ relative voting powers have been determined

by the amounts of the stocks they possess, and is seldomly changed by the result

of a meeting.
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Here, we discuss the interim stability in a set of weighted majority rules in

which an agent’s weight does not vary over rules. So, in this setting, the rules

are differentiated only in quota. So, we restrict our focus on the set of weighted

majority rules under which agents’ weights are fixed: For any f and g, (wfi )ni=1 =

(wgi )
n
i=1. Denote G(w) the set of weighted majority rules with given weights w ≡

(wi)
n
i=1. The following proposition specifies a sufficient condition of interim stable

fixed-weight constitutions. Denote by w(Y ) ≡
∑

i∈Y wi the sum of the weights of

a coalition Y ⊆ N . Note that ΨF is the set of minimal winning coalitions of the

voting rule F .

Proposition 5 (Fixed-weight Constitution: Sufficient condition).

A constitution (f, F ) ∈ G(w)×G(w) is interim stable in G(w) if

1. q ≥ qf and

2. ∀i, ∃Ĉ ∈ ΨF such that i ∈ Ĉ and w(N \ Ĉ) ≤ qf .

Proposition 5 shares a similar implication with Proposition 1. The first condi-

tion prevents r-types from forming a winning coalition for an equilibrium rejection,

and the second condition prevents s-types from doing that. The former says the

minimum size of minimal winning coalitions of F is not less than the minimum

size of minimal winning coalitions of f , qf . If there are enough number of r-type

agents so that they can change the given rule to a weaker one they all may prefer,

w(Nr(t)) > q, they don’t have to change it since the given rule is weak enough for

them to get the Reform, w(Nr(t)) > qf . The latter says if any agent under the

given rule is a member of a coalition which is a minimal winning coalition of F

as well as a veto coalition of f , then the constitution (f, F ) is interim stable. If
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there are enough number of s-type agents so that they can change the given rule

to a stronger rule they all prefer, w(Ns(t)) > q, one may believe they don’t have

to change the rule since they are strong enough, Ns(t) ⊇ Ĉ, so that they can veto

any attempt to reform under the given rule f , qf ≥ w(N \ Ĉ) ≥ w(N \Ns(t)).

So far, we discuss a sufficient condition of interim stable constitutions with

fixed weights. The following proposition describes a necessary condition which is

also strong enough to cover the cases with the anonymous constraint discussed in

Section 3. We denote by C̄ the minimal winning coalition which contains agents

with highest weights under F .

Proposition 6 (Fixed-weight Constitution: Necessary condition).

A constitution (f, F ) ∈ G(w)×G(w) is interim stable in G(w) only if

1. q ≥ qf and

2. for some i ∈ C̄, ∃Ĉ 3 i such that w(N \ Ĉ) ≤ qf .

The first condition is the same as the corresponding condition of Proposition 1,

and the second condition is the generalized version of the second condition of it.

4.2 Ex ante Stability

We discuss the connection and comparison between our Interim stability and Ex

ante stability that AKAzrieli and Kim (2016) and BJBarberà and Jackson (2004)

investigate.5 The fundamental difference is on the timing of comparison of voting

rules in terms of information. When agents do not know their types (Ex ante

stage), they vote for a rule between the incumbent rule f and an alternative rule

5AKAzrieli and Kim (2016) and BJBarberà and Jackson (2004) use the term ’self-stability’
whey they deal with voting rules as well as constitutions
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g. In the Appendix, we show the formal consistency of the definition between ex

ante stability and interim stability.

The informational difference is similar to the difference of ex ante and interim

Pareto efficiency in HMHolmström and Myerson (1983). Then one may wonder

if an ex ante stable constitution is interim stable as HMHolmström and Myerson

(1983) shows that an ex ante Pareto efficient rule is interim Pareto efficient. In

general, such a relationship does not hold in the concept of stability. The counter

example is a sub majority rule which is not interim self-stable in G(i) can be ex

ante self-stable in G(i) in a certain society (Example 3 in BJBarberà and Jackson

(2004)). An intuitive explanation compared to Pareto efficiency is the following.

For the Pareto efficiency, if a rule is not interim Pareto efficient then there exists

a rule g which makes all agents better off with at least one strictly better off

in terms of interim expected utility. The same rule g can prevent f from being

ex ante Pareto efficient. This simple logic does not work regarding the stability

because the rule g that prevents f from being interim self-stable cannot guarantee

the welfare improvement of all agents. Thus the rule f could be ex ante self-stable.

We find, however, if the set of competing alternative rules is G then any ex

ante self-stable rule is interim self-stable. The set of ex ante self-stable voting

rules characterized in AKAzrieli and Kim (2016) consists of voting rules with at

least one veto player and a certain structure of non-veto players and one qualified

majority rule with the quota q = n − 1. Since the proof of corollary (regarding

veto player) holds even in G, we need only the argument regarding the qualified

majority rule with q = n − 1 to show the following proposition. The proof is in

the Appendix.
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Proposition 7. If a weighted majority rule f is ex ante self-stable in G, then it

is interim self-stable in G.

4.3 Set of alternative rules and constitutions

As in the definition of interim stable constitution, we emphasize that the set of

interim stable constitutions depends on the set of alternative rules. Here we denote

a set of alternative rules by A ⊆ G. The set of constitutions in which we are

interested can be various such that (f, F ) ∈ S× S′ ⊆ G×G. It is obvious that for

any set of constitutions S× S′ and sets of alternative rules A ⊂ A′, a constitution

which is interim stable in A′ is also interim stable in A. Since G(i) ⊂ G(w) ⊂ G,

we know that a constitution (f, F ) ∈ G(i)×G(i) which is interim stable in G is

interim stable in G(i). Our theorem, though, shows the opposite direction, which

is not obvious.

The classification of stability depending on the set of alternative rules and con-

stitutions, and on the informational stage may provide a general framework or help

us in detail to study the literature of stability. For instance, we can understand

that BJBarberà and Jackson (2004) investigate a constitution (f, F ) ∈ G(i)×G(i)

which is ex ante stable in G(i) and that AKAzrieli and Kim (2016) study a con-

stitution (f, F ) ∈ G×G which is ex ante stable in G. In this framework, we can

interpret that a durable rule in HMHolmström and Myerson (1983) is a rule f in

the constitution (f, unanimity rule) which is interim stable in G.6

6HMHolmström and Myerson (1983) consider a lager set of decision rules than ours such as
the set of decision rules with a general number of alternatives.
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A Appendix

A.1 Proofs

Proof of Proposition 1.

(If part) First, consider any alternative rule g with qg > qf . Set σi(s) = σi(r) = 0

and σki (s) > σki (r). By construction, f = R if g = R. So, σi(r) = 0 is always

justified. For ti = s, µi(t−i) > 0 only when f(t) = S.7 So, σi(s) = 0 is also

justified.

Second, consider any alternative rule g with qg < qf . Set σi(s) = σi(r) = 0

and σki (s) < σki (r). By construction, f = R only if g = R. So, σi(s) = 0 is always

justified. For ti = r, µi(t−i) > 0 only when f(t) = R.8 So, σi(r) = 0 is also

justified.

(Only if part) Suppose q < qf . Consider an alternative rule g with qg = 0.

By construction, f = R only if g = R. For any arbitrary i with ti = r, g = R.

Moreover, if there exists an equilibrium rejection, µi(t−i) > 0 for some t−i with

f(r, t−i) = S. Hence, from Condition (C.4), σi(r) > 0. We have picked an arbitrary

i, so there cannot be an equilibrium rejection of g.

Suppose now q+ qf < n− 1. Consider the unanimous rule g. By construction,

f = R if g = R. For any arbitrary i with ti = s, g = S. Moreover, if there exists

an equilibrium rejection, µi(t−i) > 0 for some t−i with f(s, t−i) = R. Hence, from

Condition (C.4), σi(s) > 0. We have picked an arbitrary i, so there cannot be an

equilibrium rejection of g.

Lemma 1 (Equilibrium property 1).

7The agent i believes she is pivotal only when at least q + 1 agents including her have s-type.
8The agent i believes she is pivotal only when at least q + 1 agents including her have r-type.
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Consider a constitution (f, F ). If there exists a equilibrium rejection (σ, µ) of an

alternative rule g, then, for each i such that σj(s) + σj(s) > 0 for any j ≥ i, there

exists a set of agents H̃ ∈ Φi and a type profile t̃−i ∈ T−i such that

lim
k→∞

ρ(H̃; t̃−i, σ
k)

ρ(H; t−i, σk)
> 0 ∀H ∈ Φi,∀t−i ∈ T−i (A.1)

which satisfies σj(s) = σj(r) = 0 for all j ∈ N \ (H̃ ∪ {i}).

Proof of Lemma 1. Without loss of generality, suppose wi ≥ wj if and only if

i ≥ j under F .

First, consider i = n. Suppose not. So for any H̃ and a type profile t̃−i ∈ T−i

which makes Equation (A.1) goes to zero in the slowest speed, there is some

agent j ∈ N \ (H̃ ∪ {i}) with σj(s) + σj(r) > 0. Define N̂+ ≡ {j ∈ N \ (H̃ ∪

{i})|σj(s) + σj(r) > 0}. Also define Ñ+ ≡ {j ∈ H̃|σj(t̃j) > 0}. We know

w(N̂+∪ Ñ+∪{i}) ≤ q (∵ σ consists an equilibrium rejection) and w(H̃ ∪{i}) > q.

Now, pick j ∈ H̃ \ (N̂+ ∪ Ñ+) with the lowest weight, and add her into the set

(N̂+ ∪ Ñ+ ∪ {i}). Repeat it until the set turns to a winning coalition. Denote

the winning coalition WC ′ and also H ′ ≡ WC ′ \ {i}. By construction, H ′ ∈ Φi

(∵ i = n has the highest weight). Then we find a contradiction, since ρ(H ′; t−i, σ)

goes to zero in a speed that is slower than ρ(H̃; t̃−i, σ).

Second, consider i = n − 1. A similar argument from above works for any

j < i. So, we only need to show that there exists some H̃ such that j = n with

σj(s) + σj(r) > 0 is (also) not in N \ (H̃ ∪ {i}). Suppose j ∈ N \ (H̃ ∪ {i})

with σj(s) + σj(r) > 0. Follow the same logic from above to find H ′. Because

j = n is not in H̃ \ (N̂+∪ Ñ+), we still have H ′ ∈ Φi=n−1. Then, we can show that

ρ(H ′; t−i, σ) goes to zero in a speed that is slower than ρ(H̃; t̃−i, σ). Contradiction.
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Similar arguments apply for any i ∈ N .

Proof of Theorem 1. Case 1: Consider the case where ∀Cg, ∃Cf ⊆ Cg. Set

σi(s) = σi(r) = 0 and σki (s) > σki (r). By construction, f = R if g = R. So,

σi(r) = 0 is always justified. For ti = s, µi(t−i) > 0 only when f(t) = S. (∵ The

agent i believes she is pivotal only when at least q+ 1 agents including herself are

s-type. And we know qf ≥ n − (q + 1) by construction.) So, σi(s) = 0 is also

justified.

Case 2: Consider the case where ∃C̄g such that C̄g + Cf ∀Cf .

Define C̄f ≡ arg maxCf wg(Cf ). (More than one?) Then, by construction, for

some Cg, C̄f ) Cg, so ∃i ∈ C̄f such that wg(C̄f \ {i}) > qg.

Case 2-1: Consider the case where ∀i ∈ C̄f , we have wg(C̄f \ {i}) > qg. Set,

for any i, σi(s) = σi(r) = 0, σki (s) = k
− 2

w
g
i and σki (r) = k

− 1

w
g
i . So, σki (s) < σki (r) for

any i, and σki (r) < σkj (r) for any i and j such that wgi < wgj . For ti = s, µi(t−i) > 0

only when g(t) = R. (∵ For any i, µi(t−i) > 0 only when ∀j ∈ (C̄f \ {i}) has

tj = r.) So, σi(s) = 0 is okay. For ti = r, µi(t−i) > 0 only when f(t) = R. (∵ The

agent i believes she is pivotal only when at least q+ 1 agents including herself are

r-type. And we know qf ≤ q by construction.) So, σi(r) = 0 is okay.

Case 2-2: Consider the case where for some i ∈ C̄f , we have wg(C̄f \{i}) ≤ qg.

Define J ≡ {i ∈ C̄f : wg(C̄f \ {i}) ≤ qg}. Pick C̄F ⊇ C̄f . Set, for any i ∈ J ,

σi(s) = ε and σi(r) = 1, and for any i ∈ C̄F \ C̄f , set σi(s) = 1 and σi(r) = ε.

For all others, such that i ∈ C̄f \ J or i ∈ N \ C̄F , set σi(s) = σi(r) = 0 and

σki (s) < σki (r). We show that this construction can form a equilibrium rejection of

g with some small enough positive value of ε.

Check if σi(r) = 0 is okay. If she believes f = R, then it is okay. If she believes
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f(t) = S, she knows g(t) = S. (Suppose not, so she believes f = S and g = R. If

all agents in J are r-type, then some Cf ⊃ J containing her i contains only r-type

agents. So, to have f = S, she knows at least one agents in J should be s-type.

Then, by construction of C̄f ⊃ J , more than gf + 1 agents should be r-type to

make g = R. So, f = R. Contradiction.) So for any belief, σi(r) = 0 is okay.

Now, check if σi(s) = 0 is okay. Suppose ε = 0. Then she always believes g = R.

Moreover, she believes f = S with positive probability. (Only agents in J and qf−

|J | more agents are guaranteed to be r types, and all others could be s-type with

positive probability.) Therefore,
∑

t−i
µi(t−i)ui(f(t), ti)−

∑
t−i
µi(t−i)ui(g(t), ti) >

0 when ε = 0. If we denote by κi the event that makes g = R and f = S, then

limε→0 µ(κi) = 1. Write

∑
t−i

µi(t−i)ui(f(t), ti)−
∑
t−i

µi(t−i)ui(g(t), ti)

= µ(κi) (ui(f(t) = S, ti = s)− ui(g(t) = R, ti = s))

+ (1− µ(κi))

∑
t−i

µi(t−i|κci)ui(f(t), ti = s)−
∑
t−i

µi(t−i|κci)ui(g(t), ti = s)


= µ(κi) (0− (−1))

+ (1− µ(κi))

∑
t−i

µi(t−i|κci)ui(f(t), ti = s)−
∑
t−i

µi(t−i|κci)ui(g(t), ti = s)


≥ µ(κi) + (1− µ(κi))× (−1) = (2µ(κi)− 1) .

Since limε→0 µ(κi) = 1, for a small enough ε, (2µ(κi)− 1) is always positive. There-

fore, σi(r) = 0 is okay.

Proof of Proposition 5.
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Find H such that H ∈ Φi for any i ∈ N \H and (N \C∗) ⊂ H for some j ∈ N \H.9

Consider first the case with qg < qf . Set σi(ti) = 0 for all i and ti and σki (r) =

k
− 1

wi and σki (s) = k
− 2

wi . For any s-type agent, σi(s) = 0 is okay, since g(·) = S

implies f(·) = S. For an r-type agent, µ(t−i) > 0 only when f(ti = r, t−i) = R.

So σi(r) = 0 is justified.

Consider now the case with qg > qf . Set σi(ti) = 0 for all i and ti and

σki (r) = k
− 2

wi and σki (s) = k
− 1

wi . For any r-type agent, σi(r) = 0 is okay, since

g(·) = R implies f(·) = R. For an s-type agent i, Equation (A.1) with H̃ = Ĉ \{i}

where Ĉ has the highest weights among the minimal coalitions contain the agent

i converges to zero in a speed that is slower than that with any other H̃. By

construction, w(N \ Ĉ) ≤ qf . So, µ(t−i) > 0 only when f(ti = r, t−i) = S.

Therefore, σi(s) = 0 is justified.

Proof of Proposition 6.

We prove by contradiction.

First, suppose q < qf and there exists some equilibrium rejection (σ, µ) of g

with qg = 0. For any i, µi(t−i) > 0 for some t−i such that f(ti = r, t−i) = S,

while g(ti = r, t−i) = R always. So, σi(r) should be positive from Condition (C.4).

Contradiction.

Second, suppose ∀i ∈ C̄, ∀C 3 i, w(N \ C) > qf . And suppose there exists

some equilibrium rejection (σ, µ) of the unanimity rule g. Consider the agent

i = n. From Lemma 1, we know for Equation A.1, j ∈ N \ (H̃ ∪ {i}) should have

σj(s) = σj(r) = 0. By construction, there exist a minimal winning coalition C 3 i

such that C ⊂ (H̃∪{i}), and any j ∈ H̃ \C should have σj(s)+σj(r) > 0. (If not,

9How? Add i with the smallest weight into the set N \ C∗. Repeat until the set becomes to
be a winning coalition of all i not in the set.
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there should exists some slower H ′ which does not contain j with σj(s)+σj(r) = 0

than H̃.) Also, if σj(r) = 0 for some j ∈ H̃ \C, there exists some H̃ ′ and t′−i where

j ∈ N \ H̃ ′ and tj = r, which gives the same convergence speed for ρ(H̃ ′; t′−i, σ)

with ρ(H̃; t−i, σ). We know C has a mutually exclusive Cf and have shown that

all j ∈ Cf have r-types with positive probability in the sense of posterior belief µ.

Therefore, for i = n, µi(t−i) > 0 for some f(ti = s, t−i) = R, while g(ti = s, t−i) =

S always. So, σi(s) should be positive from Condition (C.4).

For some i ∈ C̄ such that i 6= n, a similar logic can be applied. So, for all

i ∈ C̄, σi(s) > 0. Contradiction.

Proof of Proposition 2.

We prove by contradiction.

First, suppose ∀Cf ∈ Ψf , ∃C ∈ ΨF such that C ⊆ Cf . So, f = R implies

F = R. Also, suppose there exists some equilibrium rejection (σ, µ) of g with

qg = 0. For any i, µi(t−i) > 0 for some t−i such that f(ti = r, t−i) = S, while

g(ti = r, t−i) = R always. So, σi(r) should be positive from Condition (C.4).

Contradiction.

The second part of the proof is the same as that of Proof of “Only if part” in

Proposition 6.

Proof of Proposition 3.

Consider a strategy profile and a belief system (σ, µ) such that, for all i ∈ V ,

σi(r) = 0, σi(s) = 0, and for all j 6= i ∈ ∪
C∈ψF

C, σj(r) = 1, σj(s) = 0 and for other

agents l, σl(r) = σl(s) = 1. And set σki (r) = k−2, σki (s) = k−1, and σkj (s) = k−2.

For the agent i, if ti = r, σi(r) = 0 is justified since f(ti, t−i) = R for any t−i

from the condition 2 in the proposition.
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If ti = s, σi(s) = 0 is justified since f(ti, t−i) = S for any t−i from that

V ∩ Cf 6= φ for any Cf ∈ Ψf . Similarly, σj(s) = 0 is also justified.

Then, all i in V reject any alternative rule g. It implies that F chooses f since

V ⊆ C for any C ∈ ΨF .

Proof of Proposition 4. Suppose a constitution (f, F ) is not interim stable for a

society (pr, a). We want to show that the (f, F ) is not interim stable for any other

arbitrary society. Since the constitution is not interim stable for (pr, a), we can

find an alternative g for which no equilibrium rejection exists. This implies that,

for any strategy profile and belief system which satisfy Condition (C.1) and (C.3)

violates Condition (C.4) for some ti. Note that Condition (C.3) is all about σk

for a society. That is, any σ satisfies Condition (C.1) and any corresponding µ

generated by Condiion (C.3) with any possible σk which converges to σ violates

Condition (C.4) for a particular ti: That is, for a particular ti

∑
t−i

µi (t−i) (ui(g(t), ti)− ui(f(t), ti)) > 0.

We argue that, for another society (p′r, a
′), there exists an alternative voting rule

g′ such that any σ satisfies Condition (C.1) and any corresponding µ′ generated by

Condiion (C.3) with any possible σk which converges to σ violates Condition (C.4)

for the same ti: That is, for a particular ti

∑
t−i

µ′i (t−i) (ui(g
′(t), ti)− ui(f(t), ti)) > 0.

For each type profile t, we define αt = pi(ti)µi(t−i)
p′i(ti)µ

′
i(t−i)

if µi (t−i) > 0 and αt = 0

otherwise. Let α = maxt∈T αt. Define the voting rule g′ by g′(t) = αt

α
g(t) +
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(
1− αt

α

)
f(t). Then, for the ti,

0 <
∑
t−i

µi (t−i) (ui(g(t), ti)− ui(f(t), ti))

=
∑
t−i

µ′i (t−i)
p′i (ti)

pi (ti)
αt (ui(g(t), ti)− ui(f(t), ti))

=
∑
t−i

µ′i (t−i)
p′i (ti)

pi (ti)
α
[αt
α
ui(g(t), ti) +

(
1− αt

α

)
ui(f(t), ti)− ui(f(t), ti)

]

=
p′i (ti)

pi (ti)
α

∑
t−i

µ′i (t−i)
[
ui(

αt

α
g(t) +

(
1− αt

α

)
f (t) , ti)− ui(f(t), ti)

]
=
p′i (ti)

pi (ti)
α

∑
t−i

µ′i (t−i) [ui(g
′ (t) , ti)− ui(f(t), ti)]


Thus, if there is no equilibrium rejection of g in the original society, there is also

no equilibrium rejection of g′ in the new society. The converse is obvious.

A.2 Consistency of Definition

Here, we discuss the consistency of our definition of interim self stability with the

ex-ante self-stability à la Azrieli and Kim (2016) and the durability à la Holmström

and Myerson (1983).

Consider the “ex-ante environment” studied in Azrieli and Kim (2016), where

agents vote on rule change before their types are realized. We rewrite our condi-

tions and definition as follows.

To reject the alternative rule g all the time, the probability that g gets sufficient

weighted votes should be zero. In other words, the alternative g is always rejected
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if and only if

∑
{j:σj>0}

wj ≤ q. (A.2)

If Equation (A.2) holds, then honest behavior in f and g (we consider incentive

compatible f and g), together with the voting strategies in the first stage, σ =

(σ1, . . . , σn) form a Nash equilibrium if and only if

γi (ui(f)− ui(g)) ≥ 0 ∀i, (A.3)

where

ui(f) = a
∑

{t∈T :ti=r}

p(t)f(t)−
∑

{t∈T :ti=s}

p(t)f(t),

Φi = {Hi ⊆ N/{i}| q − wi <
∑
j∈Hi

wj ≤ q},

and

γi =
∑
Hi∈Φi

(∏
j∈Hi

σj

) ∏
j∈N/(Hi∪{i})

(1− σj)

 .

We require that, for any individual i,

if ui(f) < ui(g), then σi = 1. (A.4)
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This condition imposes that, if the expected utility of individual i in the alter-

native decision rule g would be higher than in the current rule f , then individual

i should vote for g.10

w(Y ) :=
∑

i∈Y wi denotes the total weight of coalition Y .

Proposition 8. For a given weighted majority rule f , w({i : ui(f) < ui(g)}) ≤ q

for any alternative rule g if and only if there exists a strategy profile σ that satisfies

conditions (A.2), (A.3), and (A.4).

Proof of Proposition 8.

(Only if part)

Suppose w({i : ui(f) < ui(g)}) ≤ q. Then, set σi = 1 for any i ∈ {i : ui(f) < ui(g)}

and σi = 0 for any i /∈ {i : ui(f) < ui(g)}. The condition (A.2) and (A.4) are sat-

isfied. For an individual i with σi = 1, γi = 0. For an individual i with σi = 0,

(ui(f)− ui(g)) ≥ 0 by construction. Therefore, the condition (A.3) is satisfied.

(If part)

Suppose not. That is, the conditions (A.2), (A.3), and (A.4) are all satisfied, but

w({i : ui(f) < ui(g)}) > q.

Since we suppose the condition (A.4) is satisfied, {j : uj(f) < uj(g)} ⊆ {j : σj > 0},

which implies w({i : ui(f) < ui(g)}) ≤ w({j : σj > 0}). Then, the condition (A.2)

is violated, since
∑
{j:σj>0}wj ≥ w({i : ui(f) < ui(g)}) > q. Contradiction.

One may wonder why we don’t use the simple condition as w({i : ui(f) < ui(g)}) ≤

q in Azrieli and Kim (2016) to define interim self-stability. To do that, in our set-

10In the second stage, since f and g are incentive compatible, we simply assume that all
individuals report their true types.
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ting, we need to add up the weights of agents i’s who have

∑
t−i

µi(t−i)ui(f(t), ti) <
∑
t−i

µi(t−i)ui(g(t), ti),

which is a part of the condition (C.4). But as in the condition (C.3), the posterior

belief µi can only be calculated with a strategy profile for the first stage voting

game σ. That is, to define interim self-stability in a way analogous to Azrieli and

Kim (2016), we need a complete characterization of a Nash equilibrium with a

sequentially rational strategy profile and a consistent belief system.

A.3 Extra Lemmas and Propositions

We show that if any individual can be in a minimal winning coalition which veto

the ordinary decision together, then the weighted majority rule is interim self

stable.

Lemma 2 (Fixed-weight Environment: Sufficient condition).

A weighted majority rule f ∈ G(w) is interim self-stable in G(w) if ∀i, ∃C 3 i

such that w(N \ C) ≤ q.

We omit the proof of this lemma since it is a corollary of Proposition 5 for a

constitution (f, f). Instead, we provide an intuition behind it. Lemma 2 says if

any individual under the given rule is a member of a minimal winning coalition

which is a veto coalition at the same time, then the rule is interim self-stable. If

there are enough number of r-type voters so that they together can change the

given rule to a weaker rule, it is obvious that individuals does not have to vote

for the change since the given rule is already weak enough. If there are enough
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number of s-type voters so that they can change the given rule to a stronger rule

they all prefer, one may believe they don’t have to change the rule since they are

strong enough to veto any attempt to reform under the given rule.

We show that, if a decision rule is an interim self-stable weighted majority

rule, then there exists an individual with a relatively high voting power such that

any minimal coalition containing the individual is not mutually exclusive with all

other minimal coalitions. Note that this condition is identical to the necessary

(and sufficient) condition of interim self-stability from the previous sections.

Proposition 9 (Necessary Condition in the General Environment).

A weighted majority rule f ∈ G is interim self stable in G only if for some i ∈ C̄,

∃Ĉ 3 i such that Ĉ ∩ Cf 6= ∅ for any Cf ∈ Ψf .

Lemma 3 is an analogy of the sufficient condition of super majority qualified

majority rules.

Lemma 3 (Fixed-weight Environment: Sufficient Condition 2).

A weighted majority rule f ∈ G(w) is interim self-stable among G(w) if there

exists a minimal winning coalition C∗ such that w(N \ C∗) + wi ≤ q for some

i ∈ C∗.

Proof of Lemma 3.

Let Ψf̂ denote the set of minimal winning coalitions(MWCs) under a decision rule

f̂ . We also define, for a decision rule f̂ and a type ti, T
f̂
ti ≡

{
t−i : f̂(ti, t−i) = R

}
,

and for a set of type profile T̃ ⊆ T−i, µi(T̃ ) ≡
∑

t−i∈T̃ µi(t−i). For the convenience

of notation, wi ≥ wj if and only if i ≥ j.
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Find H such that H ∈ Φi for any i ∈ N \ H and (N \ C∗) ⊂ H.11 By

construction, w(N \ (H ∪ {i})) ≤ q for any i ∈ N \H and C∗ ∩H 6= ∅.

First, consider the case where qf > qg. So, if g(t) = S, then f(t) = S. And if

f(t) = R, then g(t) = R. Suppose a strategy profile (σ, µ) such that σi (s) = 0 for

any i and σj (r) = 0 for any j /∈ H and σj (r) = 1 for j ∈ H, and any arbitrary

σki (ti) which converges to σi(ti) for any i and ti. σi(s) is always justified, since

g(t) = S implies f(t) = S. For any i /∈ H, γi(t−i) > 0 only when tj = r for all

j ∈ H. Then, for ti = r, Condition (C.2) is satisfied, and so σi (r) = 0 is justified.

For any i ∈ Hi, γi(t−i) is always zero, σj (r) = 1 it is okay.

Second, consider the case where qf < qg. So, if f(t) = S, then g(t) = S. And

if g(t) = R, then f(t) = R. Suppose a strategy profile (σ, µ) such that σi (r) = 0

for any i and σj (s) = 0 for any j /∈ H and σj (s) = 1 for j ∈ H, and any arbitrary

σki (ti) which converges to σi(ti) for any i and ti. σi(r) is always justified, since

g(t) = R implies f(t) = R. For any i /∈ H, γi(t−i) > 0 only when f(ti, t−i) = S.

Then, for ti = s, Condition (C.2) is satisfied, and so σi (s) = 0 is justified. For any

i ∈ Hi, γi(t−i) is always zero, so σj (s) = 1 is okay.

Lemma 4. If ∃i∗ such that, ∀C∗ 3 i∗, ∃C ∩ C∗ = ∅, then w(N) > 2q.

Lemma 5. If, for some i∗, wi∗ < w(N)− 2q, then σi∗(s) = 1 in equilibrium.

Lemma 6. If there exists an equilibrium rejection, then w({i|wi < w(N)−2q}) ≤

q.

Lemma 7. There exists a minimal winning coalition C∗ such that w(N \ C∗) +

wi∗ ≤ q for some i∗ ∈ C∗ if and only if no pair of minimal winning coalitions is

mutually exclusive.
11How? Add i with the smallest weight into the set N \ C∗. Repeat until the set becomes to

be a winning coalition of all i not in the set.
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Proof. Consider A ≡ C∗ \ {i∗} and B ≡ {i∗} ∪ (N \ C∗). We know w(A) ≤ q and

w(B) ≤ q. Then we cannot find any partition ofN with two winning coalitions.

Lemma 8. There exists an agent i such that for any C∗ 3 i w(N \C∗) ≤ q if and

only if no pair of minimal winning coalitions is mutually exclusive.

Proof. The “If” part is straightforward.

(Only if) Suppose not. So, there exists a pair of minimal winning coalitions C

and C ′ such that C∩C ′ = ∅. By construction i is neither in C nor in C ′. We know

w(N) ≥ w(C)+w(C ′)+wi > q+q+wi. For any C∗ 3 i, we have w(N \C∗) ≤ q and

q < w(C∗) ≤ q+wi. So, w(N) = w(N\C∗)+w(C∗) ≤ q+q+wi. Contradiction.

Lemma 9.

There is a minimal winning coalition C̄ ∈ Ψf where for any i ∈ C̄, any minimal

winning coalition Ci 3 i has a mutually exclusive minimal winning coalition C ′ ∈

Ψf such that Ci ∩ C ′ = ∅ if and only if any minimal winning coalition in Ψf has

a mutually exclusive minimal winning coalition in Ψf .

Proof.

(Only if)

Assume a minimal winning coalition C̄ ∈ Ψf where for any i ∈ C̄, any minimal

winning coalition Ci 3 i has a mutually exclusive minimal winning coalition C ′ ∈

Ψf such that Ci ∩ C ′ = ∅. If there exists a minimal winning coalition C̃ which is

not mutually exclusive with any other minimal winning coalition, then C̃ should

not contain any i ∈ C̄. So, C̃ ∩ C̄ = ∅. Contradiction.

(If)

It is obvious.
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Lemma 10.

If any minimal winning coalition has a mutually exclusive minimal winning coali-

tion, there exists a pair of mutually exclusive minimal winning coalitions C and

C ′ such that wi ≥ wi′ for any i ∈ C and i′ ∈ C ′.

Proof. There always exists a minimal winning coalition C̄ ∈ Ψf such that for all

i ∈ C̄, wi ≥ wj for any j ∈ N \ C̄. If the minimal winning coalition C̄ has a

mutually exclusive minimal winning coalition C ′, then wi ≥ wi′ for any i ∈ C̄ and

i′ ∈ C ′.

Lemma 11 (Necessary Condition 1: Single Agent Minimal Winning Coalition).

If, under f , there exists an agent i who consists a minimal winning coalition by

itself C = {i} and a mutually exclusive minimal winning coalition C̃ such that

C̃ ∩ C = ∅, f is not interim self stable.

Proof of Lemma 11.

By construction, the agent i is always pivotal, γ(t−i) = 1 for all t−i.

Consider an alternative rule g such that wgi = wfi and wgj = 0 for all j 6= i.

Then, for ti = s, Equation (C.2) is violated since

∑
t−i

P (t−i)ui(f(t), ti) =
∑

t−i∈T f
ti=s

P (t−i)ui(f(t), ti) = −
∑

t−i∈T f
ti=s

P (t−i) < 0.

So, there is no equilibrium rejection of g.

Lemma 12 (Necessary Condition 2: Small Quota).

If there exists a minimal winning coalition C ∈ Ψf such that for any i ∈ C and for

any minimal winning coalition Ci 3 i, w(N \Ci) > 2q, f is not interim self-stable.
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Proof of Lemma 12.

Let an alternative rule g be the unanimous rule. By construction, for any agent

i ∈ C, T fti=s 6= ∅ and T gti=s = ∅.

We prove by contradiction. Let’s suppose there exists an equilibrium of g,

(σ, µ).

For ti = s, suppose σi(s) 6= 1. From Equation (C.4), −µi(T fs ) ≥ −µi(T gs ). We

know µi(T
g
r ) = 0, we should have µi(T

f
s ) = 0.

So, if a type profile t̃−i ∈ T−i and some set of agents H̃ ∈ Φi,

lim
k→∞

∏
j∈H̃

σkj (t̃j)

 ∏
j∈N\(H̃∪{i})

(1− σkj (t̃j))


goes to zero in a speed that is no faster than for any other H ∈ Φi and type

profile t−i ∈ T−i, t̃−i should not be in T fti=s. It means that, for a minimal winning

coalition Ci 3 i which is a subset of H̃, any j ∈
(
H̃ \ Ci

)
have either σj(s) > 0

or σj(r) > 0. Also, there should not be any minimal winning coalition with all r

types in t̃−i. It means that w(
{
j ∈ N \ (H̃ ∪ {i})|t̃j = r

}
) ≤ q. Then, we should

have enough number of agents j ∈ N \ (H̃ ∪ {i}) such that t̃j = s and

w(
{
j ∈ N \ (H̃ ∪ {i})|t̃j = s

}
) ≥ w(N \ (H̃ ∪ {i}))− q.

It implies that for such j with t̃j = s we should have σj(r) = 1. But, since

w(N \ Ci) > 2q, w(N \ Ci) = w(H̃ \ Ci) + w(N \ (H̃ ∪ {i})) and

w(N \ (H̃ ∪ {i}))

= w(
{
j ∈ N \ (H̃ ∪ {i})|t̃j = s

}
) + w(

{
j ∈ N \ (H̃ ∪ {i})|t̃j = r

}
),
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we have

w(
{
j ∈ N \ (H̃ ∪ {i})|t̃j = s

}
) + w(H̃ \ Ci) > q.

The above result violates Equation (C.1). So, σ cannot be an equilibrium rejection.

Hence, σi(s) should be 1.

However, this is true for any i ∈ C. Contradiction.

Lemma 13.

A weighted majority rule f ∈ G(w) is interim self-stable among G(W ) if, for

any individual i, there exists a minimal winning coalition including i which is not

mutually exclusive with any other minimal winning coalition.

Proof.

Denote Ĉi a minimal winning coalition which is not mutually exclusive with any

other minimal winning coalition. Since we are focusing on the case where wf = wg

for any g, it is either qf < qg or qf > qg.

First, consider the case where qf < qg. So, if f(t) = S, then g(t) = S. And if

f(t) = R, then g(t) could be either S or R. Suppose a strategy profile (σ, µ) such

that σi (ti) = 0 for all i and ti ∈ Ti, σ
k
i (s) = k

− 1
wi and σki (r) = k

− 2
wi . Pick an

agent i. Suppose for a minimal winning coalition Cm and a type profile t−i, the

convergence speed of

lim
k→∞

 ∏
j∈Cm\{i}

σkj (tj)

 ∏
j∈N\Cm

(1− σkj (tj))


is slower than for any other minimal winning coalition. By construction, W (Cm) ≥

W (Ĉi) and tj = s for j ∈ Cm \ {i}. For such t−i, f(t) = S if ti = s, and f(t) could
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be either S or R if ti = r, because Cm has no mutually exclusive minimal winning

coalition. Thus the right hand side of Equation (C.4) is weakly less than the left

for any type and any agent. This is true for any i. The strategy profile σ and the

derived belief system µ is an equilibrium rejection of g.

Second, consider the case where qf > qg. So, if f(t) = S, then g(t) could be

either S or R. And if f(t) = R, then g(t) = R. Suppose a strategy profile (σ, µ)

such that σi (ti) = 0 for all i and ti ∈ Ti, σki (s) = k
− 2

wi and σki (r) = k
− 1

wi . Pick

an agent i. Suppose for a minimal winning coalition Cm and a type profile t−i, the

convergence speed of

lim
k→∞

 ∏
j∈Cm\{i}

σkj (tj)

 ∏
j∈N\Cm

(1− σkj (tj))


is slower than for any other minimal winning coalition and type profile. By con-

struction, W (Cm) ≥ W (Ĉi) and tj = r for j ∈ Cm \ {i}. For such t−i, f(t) could

be either S or R if ti = s, and f(t) = R if ti = r, because Cm has no mutually

exclusive minimal winning coalition. Thus the right hand side of Equation (C.4)

is weakly less than the left for any type and any agent. This is true for any i.

The strategy profile σ and the derived belief system µ is an equilibrium rejection

of g.

A.3.1 Super Majority Rules

Lemma 14 (Weak altenative).

Consider a qualified majority rule f . If g has a Cg where ng /∈ Cg and wf (Cg) ≤

qf , then there exist an equilibrium rejection of g.

Proof of Lemma 14. Set σi(ti) = 0, σki (r) = k
− 1

w
g
i and σki (s) = k

− 2

w
g
i . Condi-
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tion (C.1) and (C.2) are trivially satisfied. Since σki (r) > σki (s) for any k and i,

and σki (r) > σkj (r) for any i > j, we have f(t−i, ti = r) = R and g(t−i, ti) = R for

any i and t−i with µi(t−i) > 0. Therefore, Condition (C.4) are satisfied for any i

and ti.

Lemma 15. Consider a qualified majority rule f with qf ≥ n−1
2

. If g has a Cf

where wg(N \ Cf ) + wgi ≤ qg for any i ∈ Cf , then there exists an equilibrium

rejection of g.

Proof. Consider Cf with highest weights under g. Set σi(ti) = 0, σki (r) = k
− 2

w
g
i

and σki (s) = k
− 1

w
g
i . Since σki (r) < σki (s) for any k and i, and σki (s) > σkj (s) for

any i > j, we have f(t−i, ti = s) = S and g(t−i, ti) = S for any i and t−i with

µi(t−i) > 0. Therefore, Condition (C.4) are satisfied for any i and ti.

Lemma 16. Consider a qualified majority rule f with qf ≥ n−1
2

. The followings

are equivalent.

1. A rule g has a Cf where wg(N \ Cf ) + wgi ≤ qg for any i ∈ Cf .

2. C̄f with highest weights under g satisfies wg(N \ C̄f ) + wgi ≤ qg for any

i ∈ C̄f .

3. Consider C̄f with highest weights under g. Then, wg(N \ C̄f ) + wgng ≤ qg.
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